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תקציר
המחקר הנוכחי מפתח שיטה אוטומטית להערכה מידית )קרוב ככל האפשר ל"זמן אמת"( של
במכון הגיאופיסי לישראל מרשת-HUB מאפייני רעידת אדמה על בסיס מידע טלמטרי שמגיע ל
 הוספת הנתונים ממערך מירון.(  חיישנים16 )  שתכלול גם את המערך בהר מירון,סייסמומטרים
יאפשר ביצוע איכון אוטומטי ותיאור רעידות אדמה באופן אמין יותר תוך קבלת מידע מהיר
.  במקרה של אירוע הרסני,ומדויק
: שנים3 הפרויקט הנוכחי אמור להתבצע בשלושה שלבים במשך
 עיבוד ידני של נתוני מערך על בסיס: כולל, שהדו"ח הנוכחי מציג,(שלב ראשון )שנה ראשונה
, הערכת אזימוט ומהירות, ( S,  וP  )כולל קריאה ידנית ואוטומטית של פאזותJSTAR תוכנת
 ואיכון משותף )במקביל למערך הקיים( של,קביעת מרחק למוקד ומאפייניו בעזרת נתוני מערך
.אירועים סייסמיים

Abstract
The automatic system is being developed for prompt estimation of an earthquake
parameters close to real-time using telemetry data coming to a HUB in Geophysical
Institute of Israel (GII) from a network of seismometers. The network include small
aperture array on Mt. Meron, which is yet not participating in the processing.
However, it might have an important contribution. Inclusion of its 16 elements data
for overall processing will allow more reliable and accurate automatic location and
characterization of earthquakes and as a consequence fast and reliable determination
of earthquake information in disastrous case. The work is split in three stages and will
be done in three years. Herein we report about successful fulfillment of the first stage,
including incorporation of manual array data processing, on the basis of JSTAR
program manual and automatic picking of P and S phases, azimuth and apparent
velocity estimation, distance and epicenter determination using array parameters and
joint network and array location. All these procedures have been incorporated in
JSTAR program and verified on a number of examples of local, regional and
teleseismic events.
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Introduction
The project is devoted to the benefit of using mount Meron small aperture array
(Figure 1a) data jointly with the Israel Seismic Network (Figure 1b) recordings for
the real-time data processing and automatic bulletin production This report describes
the progress of the first stage of the project as stated in the research plan. The main
focus of the First Stage was to realize interactive tools for earthquake location using
small array data. During the first year of the research project the all the tasks of the
research plan have been fulfilled:
1) Preparing a data-base of local and regional events
2) Determination of azimuth and apparent velocity for P and S phases via standard
broad-band F-K analysis (Kvaerna, 1989) using time windows for these two phases.
3) Making stacks of P waves and S waves according estimated azimuths and apparent
velocities (beams) and present them on the screen.
4) Picking manually P and S phases on the stacks and compute S-P travel time
difference
5) Finding distance to the source using travel time table interpolation
6) Estimating coordinates of the source epicenter with azimuth and the distance
estimated at previous step.
All of these tasks are realized as interactive utilities of the JSTAR (Java) program,
which is the main routine tool for seismic data processing in the Seismological
Division of the GII. The utilities have been verified using a set of seismic events at
local, regional and teleseismic distances. This stage will serve a basis for the
automatic processing we plan to fulfill at the next stage.
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Figure 1. Mount-Meron array ~2.7 km aperture (a), and the Israel seismic network
(b).
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1. Database
A data-base of recent events M > 2.4 was prepared for processing using
SCANEQ utility and the JSTAR program. The following is a list of processed events
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. List of recent events used for verification of the array location procedure

2. Automatic P and S picking procedure
The automatic picking procedure, was realized based on the optimal detector
software incorporated within the JSTAR program (Kushnir et. al. , 1990). The Figure
2 shows automatic picking of P and S phase for all the MMAI array channels using
data of a regional event (events N3 from the Table 1).
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3. Determination of azimuth and apparent velocity using broadband F-K analysis.
For estimating azimuth and apparent velocity (slowness vector) of the seismic
phases conventionally the broad-band F-K analysis utility (Kvaerna, 1989) is
generally used for the small array data processing. The optimal slowness vector is
found as maximum of semblance or coherency via formula:
2

2
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where Xnm is the m-th (m=1,…,M) FFT value of the n-th, (n=1,…,N) channel timeseries in a signal time window, Hnm=exp(-i2π(m-1)kdn, dn is the distance between
the station number n and reference point, k =(sin(Az), cos(Az))/V– the slowness
vector, V – apparent velocity, Az – azimuth of a coming plane wave.. The broad-band
F-K analysis was realized using JSTAR program. The Figure 3 shows an example of
the F-K diagram for the Dead Sea event of March 22, 2012 (event N3). The procedure
estimates azimuth and apparent velocity for an event. As seen from the figure
maximum of the diagram accurately pin-points the actual azimuth to the earthquake
Az=179.65˚.

Figure 2. Automatic picking of a regional event using the MMAI channel recordings
for the March 22, 2012 Dead Sea earthquake
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Figure 3. Broad-band F-K analysis for the Dead Sea event (N3), March 22, 2012,
using first 3 seconds of the P wave window.
Location of earthquakes using azimuth and S-P travel time difference
We have built a procedure "azdistcooloc" which is using S-P travel time
difference to calculate distance to the event as shown in Figure 4 and calculate event
coordinates given azimuth and distance to the event. The distance is determined for
the 0 depth event using monotonously increasing feature of the S-P trvel-time
function.

Figure 4. Determination of the distance to the event using S and P travel times and
their difference.
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Application of the procedure to various earthquakes is shown in Figures 5-9.,
where "array location" is compared to the ISN network manual location. Figure 5
demonstrates location of the March 22, 2012 Dead Sea earthquake (event N3).
Deviation of the array location from network location is ~6km.

Figure 5. Comparison of the "array" and network location for the Dead Sea event of March 22
using the F-K estimated azimuth (Figure 2) and S-P travel time difference (Figure 3),
determined via automated picks (right panel).

Figure 6. Comparison of array and network location for event in Lebanon (event N11).
Mistake is 10 km due to a difference in the local travel time model.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the array and the network location algorithms for the Cyprus event
(N10). Mistake is 25 km due to azimuth estimate shift.

Figure 8. Comparison of the array and the network location algorithms for the Red Sea event
(N22). Location deviation is 50 km due to poorly determined S wave for the event.
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a

b

Figure 9 . The result of location of the Sumatra 8.6 earthquake, using F-K estimate (a) of
azimuth 106.39 and the apparent velocity V=14.1 km/s at MMAI, compared to the
other agencies location results (b)
The Lebanon event (N11) (Figure 6) location difference is ~10 km attributed
probably to the difference in the local travel times (Northern Israel – Southern
Lebanon) as compared to the 1D model used by the GII for location of local events.
Cyprus earthquake (N10) (Figure 7) location difference is 25 km due to a 10○ azimuth
F-K estimate deviation. For the Red Sea event (N22) (Figure 8) it was extremely
difficult to determine the on-set of the S wave, because it was spoiled by huge
reverberation effects. Anyhow, the location difference was around 50 km. Finally, we
show in Figure 9, the location result for the Sumatra 8.6 earthquake 2012 04 11 using
F-K azimuth and P wave apparent velocity estimate. For this teleseismic event we
utilized the Vp(R ) dependency using IASPEI91 travel-time tables, where R is the
distance to the source.
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4. Detailed analyses of cases
4.1.
Dead Sea event of 2012.03.22 (Event N3)
We shall make analysis in view of the development of the automatic procedure planned for
the next stage.
The Figure 2 shows atomatic picks for the event. First of all not all of the picks
correspond to P or S first arrival. Some of them are due to sporadic spikes on the traces.
The main difference between the spike and the seismic signal of interest used in automatic
location procedure is that the last has usually a length of at least several seconds, while a
spike is short (less than a second). In array recording presented in Figure 2 spikes are
detected at several traces, while signal at all of them. This fact will be the bases for the
following criterion. The signal detection will be ignored, if it takes place for minority of
the array stations in a narrow time window.
Broad-band F-K analysis result shown in figure 3, corresponds to the 3 seconds P-wave
window. Automatically we shall first get P wave window. Figure 10a shows F-K analysis
result for the P window of 2.5 seconds (lower panel) in a frequency band 1-2.5 Hz, where
maximum of spectral density is observed. The result Az=178.2˚, V=7.57 km /s is in a good
agreement with bulletin data (Az=179.26˚, V=7.95 km/s). Figure 10b depicts F-K analysis
for the S-wave window in frequency band 1-5 Hz with resulting azimuth Az=170.3 ˚,
V=3.42 km/s, which significantly deviates from the P wave analysis result. In fact results
of the S-wave window F-K analysis will tremendously depend on chosen parameters, such
as the window start-end and frequency band because of poor coherency (see Table 2,3).
However, velocity estimate in most cases do not exceed 5 km/s for the S wave, compared
to 6.5 km/s lower boundary for P wave, which make it possible to identify wave-type
automatically.
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a

b

Figure 10. F-K analysis for P-wave window a) and for S-wave window b). In the left corner
there are estimates of Az and apparent velocity V corresponding to the maximum of FK diagram(lefr upper corner). The time window is indicated at the array traces and at
theTable 2.
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Table 2. Dependency of azimuth and velocity on the frequency band. Fixed time
window 17:54.214 – 17:58.078 ~ 3 sec for S and 17:31.35 – 17.34.570 ~ 3 sec for P
wave.
Freq. band 1-3
Hz
P Az, deg 191
P V, km/s 7.4
Coherency 0.71
S Az, deg 170.5
S V, km/s 3.42
Coherency 0.65

0-5

1-6

1-10

2-3

2-5

2-6

5-8

3-6

178.3
7.57
0.62
167.7
3.81
0.25

181.3
7.57
0.61
158
3.52
0.23

181.7
7.34
0.46
160
3.46
0.18

191
7.4
0.75
169
3.62
0.63

178.26
7.57
0.62
167.3
3.93
0.25

181.3
7.57
0.61
158
3.52
0.22

190
7.2
0.42
239
4.28
0.23

181.3
7.57
0.61
232
5.48
0.22

Table 3. Dependency of azimuth and velocity estimation on time window. Fixed
frequency band: 1 – 5 Hz for P (a) and 1-3 for S (b).
a
Time
window
/length, s
P Az, degr

32.287
35.436
3.15
178.26

32.568
35.436
3.13
178.26

31.708
35.722
4
178.2

31.708
38.304
6.6
171.38

32.31
39.723
7.4
176.60

P V, km/s
Coherency
b
Time
Window/
Length, s
S Az, deg
S V, km/s
Coherency

7.57
0.62

7.57
0.62

7.57
0.57

7.49
0.45

7.34
0.4

54.214
58.078
3.8
178.4
3.57
0.47

54.214
56.790
2.6
182.12
4.62
0.53

54.854
57.756
2.9
182.8
3.04
0.45

55.5
58.40
2.9
178.4
3.47
0.4

56.5
60.00
3.5
197.1
4.59
0.3

55.180
59.7
4.7
214.3
4.69
0.2

From the Table 2 we see that not obligatory maximum of coherency correspond to the best
azimuth estimate. This possibly, means, that there is essential heterogeneity on the waves
path, which deviates the propagation direction from the straight line for specific
frequencies, so as a mutli-focusing phenomenon is observed. From the analysis follows,
that for automatic processing we should take a window length ~ 3 sec, and frequency band
1 – 5 Hz. The start point is critical for true azimuth estimation.
4.2.
Lebanon Events series
Last several years the enhanced seismicity is observed in the southern Lebanon. There
are four close in time events originating in the small area close to the Israel-Lebanon
border N11-N14 (see Table 1). The four events have very similar spectral and slowness
patterns. For all of them for P wave F-K analysis we take a time- window of 2-3 seconds
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including the wave arrival time (see figure 11). From the FFT spectra we choose the first
lobe, corresponding maximum of relatively low-frequency 1 – 5 Hz signal power. This
frequency band provides us with maximum signal coherency. Due to scattering on
heterogeneities at higher frequencies coherency decreases. As a result of the Broad-Band
F-K analysis we got, for example, for event N11 Az=12.8˚ and V=6.15 km/s (see Figure
11). However, while applying the same procedure to the S wave window, as shown in
Figure 10(b) we have got Az=33.17˚ (V=2.67 km/s) and the reason is unknown. By using
the azdistcooloc procedure with parameters: Az=12.8 ˚ and S-P=4.8 sec, we have
determined coordinates of the event as Lat=33.278 Lon=35.474, which is ~ 10 km away
from the N11 event in the table 1. While inspecting the event location and relocating the
event for the better RMS using the standard JSTAR location procedure we got the location
result: Lat =33.261 Long=35.426 H=2 kmwhich is ~6 km away. Similar results (see Table
4 and Figure 12) have been obtained for the 3 rest Lebanon events. From the array
processing we can conclude that, seemingly, the series of the Lebanon events are produced
by the same source (at a very close location). Between the array locations and the network
epicenters a systematic south-northern shift of 6-8.5 km is observed (see Figure 12),
caused probably by the wrong depth determination. The array solutions look more
concentrated (only one deviates by 4 km from the other three very close locations) than the
network locations (8 km dispersion). The large dispersion of the ISN solutions is probably
due to the poor coverage of the area by the network stations.
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a

b

Figure 11 . F-K analysis for the Lebanon event N11 for 3 seconds P wave window (a) and S
wave window (b). The time window is indicated on the seismograms in the middle and
zoomed at the bottom panels. The frequency band (1-6 Hz) for the F-K analysis is
indicated by the red horizontal line on the frequency axis of the spectra (upper right
corner). 3D F-K diagram F(Kx,Ky) is shown in the left upper corner. The estimated
apparent velocity and azimuth are presented at the bottom of the F-K diagram.
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Figure 12. Location of four Lebanon events using azimuth and t=S-P time difference (red
stars) as compared to the events located by standard JSTAR procedure using 1D
model(green stars).
Table 4. Location of the Lebanon events N11-N14
N ev.
11
12
13
14

AzP
12.8
13.32
14
14

Vp
6.15
6.4
6.06
6.06

AzS
33.17
33
29
30

VS
2.67
2.7
2.7
2.76

S-P
4.8
4.8
4.87
4.9

Lat
33.278
33.31
33.277
33.28

Lon
35.474
35.487
35.481
35.48

Lat ref
33.261
33.208
33.286
33.212

Lon ref
35.426
35.43
35.40
35.430

Error
6
8.8
7.6
8.5

5. Plans for the next stages
Now, when the manual broad-band f-k analysis procedure is included in JSTAR and
verified by a number of examples, we may start automatization of the array procedures and
joined array-network operations.
1) We shall learn to determine regional P and S wave time windows based on the
automatic picker results. This will immediately provide us with the array
preliminary location. Regional P and S phases will be determined according
specific velocity ranges.
2) This location will be used by the ISN automatic locator as the first approximation,
needed to start regular automatic location procedure;
3) The preliminary array location will give the P and S time window for improved
automatic picker results.
4) This stage will finish with verification and comparison of the array-network locator
on a large event data-base.
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5) On the next stage we shall design an array-network locator which will use array
coherency and the network semblance jointly via grid-search optimization
procedure. This should give an additional advantage.
6) We shall try an alternative approach to the array-network location a robust
procedure described in (Pinsky, 2004).

CONCLUSIONS
During this first stage we have built a basis for the further development of the automatic
real-time array detection-location procedure, which is the main target of the whole project.
For this purpose the broadband F-K analysis was incorporated within the JSTAR program.
We have developed the azdistcooloc procedure, which together with azimuth and apparent
velocity provided by the broad-band F-K algorithm facilitate event location. The array
location algorithm was verified using a large number of events from different directions
and distances. The accuracy of the location appeared in some cases to be less than that
obtained by the network as expected. On the other hand for the series of the Lebanon
events, the array location seems to be more consistent about assumption of one source
acting during the short time interval. Anyhow, it might be considered accurate enough to
meet requirement of the Earthquake and Tsunami Early Warning and to provide
preliminary estimate for the network grid-search optimization location procedure.
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